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The Cypher Files
As an ecologist, Alejandro Frid is haunted by the irrevocable changes that humans
are forcing upon Earth-the loss of ancient forests, the demise of large predators,
shifts in the chemistry and circulation patterns of the atmosphere and
more.Feeling completely discouraged by his research on endangered species and
various forms of ecological meltdown, Alejandro accepts defeat and simply
escapes from this world without a future by retreating to Earth's few remaining
wild places. Then Twyla Bella, his daughter, is born. He wonders, how can he bring
a child into a world he believes is doomed? Does this very belief make the situation
hopeless? Faced with these questions, Alejandro begins his search for optimism.A
WORLD FOR MY DAUGHTER takes readers to the sharp knife-edge on which the
fate of the biosphere rests. Merging the perspective of a scientist compelled to
share the significance of his research, glimpses into the worldview of modern
indigenous hunters and the voice of a parent speaking to his child about life's
conundrums, A WORLD FOR MY DAUGHTER steers readers toward imagining their
own role in preserving the vibrancy of our planet.

Science Fiction, Alien Encounters, and the Ethics of
Posthumanism
Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future brings a welter of unknown elements of
Lem's life, career, and literary legacy to light. Part One traces the context of his
cultural influence, telling the story of one of the greatest writers and thinkers of
the century. It includes a comprehensive critical overview of Lem's literary and
philosophical oeuvre which comprises not only the classics like Solaris, but his
untranslated first novels, realistic prose, experimental works, volumes of
nonfiction, latter-day metafiction, as well as the final twenty years of polemics and
essays. The critical and interpretive Part Two examines a range of Lem's novels
with a view to examining the intellectual vistas they open up before us. It focuses
on several of Lem's major but less studied books. "Game, Set, Lem" uses game
theory to shed light on his arguably most surreal novel, the Kafkaesque and
claustrophobic Memoirs Found in a Bathtub (1961). "Betrization Is the Worst
Solution Except for All Others" takes a close look at the quasi-utopia of Return
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From the Stars (1961) and at the concept of ethical cleansing and mandatory deaggression. "Errare Humanum Est" focuses on the popular science thriller The
Invincible (1964) in the context of evolution. "A Beachbook for Intellectuals" is a
critical fugue on Lem's medical thriller cum crime mystery, The Chain of Chance
(1976). Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future closes with a two-part coda.
"Fiasco" recapitulates and reflects on the literary and cognitive themes of Lem's
farewell novel, and "Happy End of the World!" reviews The Blink of an Eye, Lem's
farewell book of analyses and prognoses from the cusp of our millennium.

A Perfect Vacuum
An astronaut returns to Earth after a ten-year mission and finds a society that he
barely recognizes. Stanislaw Lem's Return from the Stars recounts the experiences
of Hal Bregg, an astronaut who returns from an exploratory mission that lasted ten
years—although because of time dilation, 127 years have passed on Earth. Bregg
finds a society that he hardly recognizes, in which danger has been eradicated.
Children are “betrizated” to remove all aggression and violence—a process that
also removes all impulse to take risks and explore. The people of Earth view Bregg
and his crew as “resuscitated Neanderthals,” and pressure them to undergo
betrization. Bregg has serious difficulty in navigating the new social mores. While
Lem's depiction of a risk-free society is bleak, he does not portray Bregg and his
fellow astronauts as heroes. Indeed, faced with no opposition to his aggression,
Bregg behaves abominably. He is faced with a choice: leave Earth again and hope
to return to a different society in several hundred years, or stay on Earth and learn
to be content. With Return from the Stars, Lem shows the shifting boundaries
between utopia and dystopia.

Fiasco
Leading scholars examine the social and cultural significance of technology and
science in the work of Stanislaw Lem, the author of Solaris.

Stanislaw Lem
The author of Solaris critiques science fiction in a collection of provocative essays.
Celebrated science fiction master Stanislaw Lem turns his always sharp and
insightful pen to criticism in this bold and controversial analysis of the genre for
which he is most known. In this collection of ten essays—ranging from an
introspective examination of his own biographical and literary history to biting
scrutiny of fellow authors and their works—Lem takes a keen look at the influence,
shortcomings, merit, and importance of science fiction, touching on topics from
Philip K. Dick (“a genius among the charlatans”) to time travel, cosmology, and
Jorge Luis Borges. Whether deriding the genre’s tendency to adhere to well-worn
patterns of adventure or lauding its ability to, when executed correctly, discover
ideas that have not been thought of or done before, Lem’s quick wit, razor tongue,
and impeccable insights make Microworlds a master class of scientific and literary
analysis from one of the undisputed legends of science fiction.

The Invincible
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From the author of Solaris, this novel of an encounter with an alien intelligence
creates “a terrifyingly plausible picture of a world gone mad” (Kirkus Reviews). Six
explorers—the Captain, Doctor, Engineer, Chemist, Physicist, and
Cyberneticist—crash land on a beautiful but strange planet, fourth from another
sun. The landscape is bizarre, hosting acrid deserts, hissing trees, and thick
spiderlike vegetation. But it is the signs of humanity that are most puzzling. In a
labyrinth of plant-shaped buildings are dead ends, passageways, domes, vaulted
ceilings, and giant statues. And everywhere there are images of death: mass
graves, bodies in ditches and wells, clusters of egglike structures filled with
skeletons. Something is wrong with the inhabitants of Eden. But as the crew
unlocks the secrets of this twisted society, the most haunting fact they must face is
how similar it is to their own. The Chicago Tribune lauded Stanislaw Lem as “not
only a marvelous spinner of tales of the fantastic but also a challenging
philosopher of the meanings and ramifications of technology.” Eden stands as a
timeless and powerful examination of the conflict between human nature, human
discovery, and all-too-human flaws.

The Three Electroknights
In a perfect vacuum, Stanislaw Lem presents a collection of book reviews of
nonexistent works of literature - works that, in many cases, could not possibly be
written. Embracing postmodernism's "games for games' sake" ethos, Lem joins the
contest with hilarious and grotesque results. Most of the "reviews" target the
postmodern infatuation with antinarratives by lampooning their self-indulgence
and exploiting their mannerisms. Lem exposes the limits of postmodern fiction,
showing how its studious self-consciousness frequently conceals intellectual
paucity. Beginning with a review of his own book, Lem moves on to tackle (or
create pastiches of) the French new novel, James Joyce, pornography, authorless
writing, and Dostoevsky, while at the same time ranging across scientific topics,
from cosmology to the pervasiveness of computers.

Islands in the Net
Simon Wagstaff narrowly escapes the Deluge that destroys Earth when he happens
upon an abandoned spaceship. A man without a planet, he gains immortality from
an elixir drunk during an interlude with a cat-like alien queen. Now Simon must
chart a 3,000-year course to the most distant corners of the multiverse, to seek out
the answers to the questions no one can seem to answer.

The Star Diaries
"One of the most ingenious parallel world stories ever written." — Richard A. Lupoff
What if Robert E. Lee won the Battle of Gettysburg and his army went on to
capture Philadelphia? What if the United States government was forced to
recognize Confederate independence? In this acclaimed work of alternative history,
the wealthy and prosperous Confederacy is a superpower, locked into a bitter
struggle with its European rival, the German Union. The United States, conversely,
is utterly destitute, a sinkhole of lawlessness and corruption. Technology, too, has
taken a different turn, as the twentieth-century world travels by stagecoach,
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communicates by telegraph, and reads by gaslight. But when a young inventor
who's experimenting with time travel encounters an amateur historian, the stage is
set for a return to a critical point in American history.

Venus on the Half-Shell
Upon landing at an interplanetary station, Kris Kelvin discovers that an advanced
power has taken over.

The Sharing Knife Volume Two
At head of title: Scuplture and architecture.

Network Effect
“A saga of daring deeds and unlikely romance.” —Library Journal One of the most
respected writers in the field of speculative fiction, Lois McMaster Bujold has won
numerous accolades and awards, including the Nebula and Locus Awards as well
as the fantasy and science fiction genre’s most prestigious honor, the Hugo Award
for Best Novel, four times (most recently for Paladin of Souls). With The Sharing
Knife series, Bujold creates a brand new world fraught with peril, and spins an
extraordinary romance between a young farm girl and the brave sorcerer-soldier
entrusted with the defense of the land against a plague of vicious malevolent
beings. Legacy continues the tale of Fawn Bluefield and Dag Redwing Hickory—the
dangerous repercussions of their rebellious marriage and the strengthening of their
love in the face of dark magic—as duty and disaster call the Lakewalker patroller
away from his new bride and toward a peril that could forever alter the lovers and
their world.

Peace on Earth
In The Lem Reader, Peter Swirski has assembled an in-depth and insightful
collection of writings by and about, and interviews with, one of the most
fascinating writers of the twentieth century.

Bring the Jubilee
Science Fiction, Alien Encounters, and the Ethics of Posthumanism offers a
typology of alien encounters and addresses a range of texts including classic
novels of alien encounter by H.G. Wells and Robert Heinlein; recent blockbusters
by Greg Bear, Octavia Butler and Sheri Tepper; and experimental science fiction by
Peter Watts and Housuke Nojiri.

The Futurological Congress
The Investigation
An astronaut returns to Earth after a ten-year mission and finds a society that he
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barely recognizes. Stanisław Lem's Return from the Stars recounts the experiences
of Hal Bregg, an astronaut who returns from an exploratory mission that lasted ten
years—although because of time dilation, 127 years have passed on Earth. Bregg
finds a society that he hardly recognizes, in which danger has been eradicated.
Children are “betrizated” to remove all aggression and violence—a process that
also removes all impulse to take risks and explore. The people of Earth view Bregg
and his crew as “resuscitated Neanderthals,” and pressure them to undergo
betrization. Bregg has serious difficulty in navigating the new social mores. While
Lem's depiction of a risk-free society is bleak, he does not portray Bregg and his
fellow astronauts as heroes. Indeed, faced with no opposition to his aggression,
Bregg behaves abominably. He is faced with a choice: leave Earth again and hope
to return to a different society in several hundred years, or stay on Earth and learn
to be content. With Return from the Stars, Lem shows the shifting boundaries
between utopia and dystopia.

A Stanislaw Lem Reader
Robot armies, an arms race in space, and a brain at war with itself add up to “a
futuristic version of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” (The Boston Phoenix). Anxious to avoid
a war that would destroy the entire planet, the major powers of Earth have come
to an ingenious compromise. Each country sends a force of adaptable, selfprogramming robots to the surface of the moon to play out the conflict there and,
hopefully, reach a mutually agreeable stalemate. But when the robots stop
responding, it is up to Ijon Tichy to travel to the lunar war zone and discover what
went wrong. Tichy finds what he needs to know, but falls victim to an attack that
severs the left and right sides of his brain: one of which knows nothing about the
status of the moon, the other of which isn’t telling. Now Tichy finds himself at the
center of a new sort of war of attrition, with each world power clamoring for his
knowledge and each half of his stubborn brain clamoring for control. Wry and
action-packed in equal measure, Stanislaw Lem’s absurd, insightful sendup of the
Cold War is required reading for any fan of science fiction. Here, “humor and a
breathless pace create a delightful and thought-provoking read” (Publishers
Weekly).

His Master's Voice
'What use to a being that lives beneath a sun are jewels of gas and silver stars of
ice?' From a giant of twentieth-century science fiction, these four miniature space
epics feature crazy inventors, surreal worlds, robot kings and madcap machines.
Penguin Modern: fifty new books celebrating the pioneering spirit of the iconic
Penguin Modern Classics series, with each one offering a concentrated hit of its
contemporary, international flavour. Here are authors ranging from Kathy Acker to
James Baldwin, Truman Capote to Stanislaw Lem and George Orwell to Shirley
Jackson; essays radical and inspiring; poems moving and disturbing; stories surreal
and fabulous; taking us from the deep South to modern Japan, New York's
underground scene to the farthest reaches of outer space.

Tales of Pirx the Pilot ; Return from the Stars ; The Invincible
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An early realist novel by Stanisław Lem, taking place in a Polish psychiatric hospital
during World War II. Taking place within the confines of a psychiatric hospital,
Stanisław Lem's The Hospital of the Transfiguration tells the story of a young
doctor working in a Polish asylum during World War II. At first the asylum seems
like a bucolic refuge, but a series of sinister encounters and incidents reveal an
underlying brutality. The doctor begins to seek relief in the strange conversation of
the poet Sekulowski, who is posing as a patient in a bid for safety from the
occupying German forces. Meanwhile, Resistance fighters stockpile weapons in the
surrounding woods. A very early work by Lem, The Hospital of the Transfiguration
is partly autobiographical, drawing on the author's experiences as a medical
student. Written in 1948, it was suppressed by Polish censors and not published
until 1955. The censorship of this realist novel is partly what led Lem to focus on
science fiction and nonfiction for the rest of his career.

A World for My Daughter
The Adventures of Nicholas Empiricus), written in Polish in 1776 by Ignacy Krasicki,
is the first novel composed in the Polish language, and a milestone in Polish
literature. Krasicki's novel is the tale of Nicholas Experience (Mikołaj
Doświadczyński), a Polish nobleman. During sojourns in Warsaw, Paris, and the
fictional island of Nipu (based on Japan, known to natives as Nippon), the
protagonist gathers numerous experiences that lead him to a rationalist outlook
and teach him how to become a good man, and thus a good citizen. This rationalist
outlook, often emphasized in Krasicki's writings, constitutes an apologia for the
Enlightenment and physiocratism. The Adventures of Nicholas Experience offers a
portrayal both of the 18th-century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and of the
broader European culture of the time.

The Cosmic Carnival of Stanisław Lem
Essays by the author of Solaris: “Lem’s delightful sense of humor accentuates his
essential seriousness about humanity’s possible fate” (Publishers Weekly). In One
Human Minute, Stanislaw Lem takes a hard look at our world and
technology—what it means now and what dire implications it could have for the
future—in satirical, wise, and biting prose. With this collection of three essays, Lem
targets some of the most pressing issues humanity faces, from our unsettling
origins to the cybernetic future of our weaponry. “The Upside-Down Evolution”
chronicles the Earth’s military evolution from nuclear stockpiles to deadly, robotic
microweapons. “The World as Cataclysm” examines how humankind’s dominance
on Earth is the result of the extermination of another species just as qualified to
rule the world. And the title essay presents a disturbing and fascinating snapshot
of every single thing happening on the planet in a sixty-second span. Effortlessly
blurring the lines between fiction and nonfiction, scientific essay and fantastical
short story, cynical reproach and wry humor, Lem’s One Human Minute combines
the best elements of the renowned science fiction author and Kafka Prize winner’s
writing into one irreverent and intellectually stimulating package.

Microworlds
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An eerie and offbeat mystery by a Kafka Prize–winning author. The case
confronting Lieutenant Gregory is not one that a man of Scotland Yard would
expect. In fact, it is not one any sane man would care to entertain. Bodies are
disappearing. The initial assumption is that a grave robber is roaming London and
defiling local morgues. But upon further examination, it seems the deceased are, in
fact, resurrecting. As Gregory stumbles his way through the tangled clues, seeking
advice from scientific, philosophical, and theological experts alike, he finds himself
tossed into a baffling metaphysical puzzle of incomprehensible truths and
unbelievable realities. Hailed by Kirkus Reviews as “closer to Kafka than the police
precinct house,” Lem’s intelligent and puzzling foray into the mystery genre offers
an appealing combination of disturbance and delight.

Ancestral Night
@In Pilot Pirx, Lem has created an irresistibly likable character: an astronaut who
gives the impression of still navigating by the seat of his pants-a bumbler but an
inspired one. By investing Pirx with a range of human foibles, Lem offers a
wonderful vision of the audacity, childlike curiosity, and intuition that can give
humans the courage to confront outer space. Translated by Louis Iribarne. A Helen
and Kurt Wolff Book@@

The Adventures of Mr. Nicholas Wisdom
Leading scholars examine the social and cultural significance of technology and
science in the work of Stanislaw Lem, the author of Solaris.

The Seventh Voyage
Depicts a future America where a Uranian virus threatens the destruction of all
paper.

The Cyberiad
The first full-length novel in Martha Wells' New York Times and USA Today
bestselling Murderbot Diaries series. "I caught myself rereading my favorite parts
and I can’t recommend it enough." — New York Times You know that feeling when
you’re at work, and you’ve had enough of people, and then the boss walks in with
yet another job that needs to be done right this second or the world will end, but
all you want to do is go home and binge your favorite shows? And you're a sentient
murder machine programmed for destruction? Congratulations, you're Murderbot.
Come for the pew-pew space battles, stay for the most relatable A.I. you’ll read
this century. — I’m usually alone in my head, and that’s where 90 plus percent of
my problems are. When Murderbot's human associates (not friends, never friends)
are captured and another not-friend from its past requires urgent assistance,
Murderbot must choose between inertia and drastic action. Drastic action it is,
then. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Return from the Stars
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“A stunningly inventive fantasy about cosmic travel” from the Kafka Prize–winning
author of Solaris (The New York Times). The Hermes explorer ship represents the
epitome of Earth’s excellence: a peaceful mission sent forth to make first contact
with an alien civilization, and to use the expansive space technology developed by
humanity to seek new worlds, friendships, and alliances. But what its crew
discovers on the planet Quinta is nothing like they had hoped. Locked in a
seemingly endless cold war among themselves, the Quintans are uncommunicative
and violent, refusing any discourse—except for the firing of deadly weapons. The
crew of the Hermes is determined to accomplish what they had set out to do. But
the cost of learning the secrets hidden on the silent surface of Quinta may be
grave. Stark, startling, and insightful, Fiasco has been praised by Publishers
Weekly as “one of Lem’s best novels.” It is classic, thought-provoking hard science
fiction, as prescient today as when it was first written.

Solaris
Bringing his twin gifts of scientific speculation and scathing satire to bear on that
hapless planet, Earth, Lem sends his unlucky cosmonaut, Ijon Tichy, to the Eighth
Futurological Congress. Caught up in local revolution, Tichy is shot and so critically
wounded that he is flashfrozen to await a future cure. Translated by Michael
Kandel.

The Chain of Chance
Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future brings a welter of unknown elements of
Lem's life, career, and literary legacy to light. Part One traces the context of his
cultural influence, telling the story of one of the greatest writers and thinkers of
the century. It includes a comprehensive critical overview of Lem's literary and
philosophical oeuvre which comprises not only the classics like Solaris, but his
untranslated first novels, realistic prose, experimental works, volumes of
nonfiction, latter-day metafiction, as well as the final twenty years of polemics and
essays. The critical and interpretive Part Two examines a range of Lem's novels
with a view to examining the intellectual vistas they open up before us. It focuses
on several of Lem's major but less studied books. "Game, Set, Lem" uses game
theory to shed light on his arguably most surreal novel, the Kafkaesque and
claustrophobic Memoirs Found in a Bathtub (1961). "Betrization Is the Worst
Solution Except for All Others" takes a close look at the quasi-utopia of Return
From the Stars (1961) and at the concept of ethical cleansing and mandatory deaggression. "Errare Humanum Est" focuses on the popular science thriller The
Invincible (1964) in the context of evolution. "A Beachbook for Intellectuals" is a
critical fugue on Lem's medical thriller cum crime mystery, The Chain of Chance
(1976). Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future closes with a two-part coda.
"Fiasco" recapitulates and reflects on the literary and cognitive themes of Lem's
farewell novel, and "Happy End of the World!" reviews The Blink of an Eye, Lem's
farewell book of analyses and prognoses from the cusp of our millennium.

Highcastle
Written in the style of a detective novel, The Chain of Chance is classic Lem: a
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combination of action, hard science, and philosophical investigation. An exastronaut is hired to look into the death of a wealthy businessman, one of several
men to meet a gruesome end after visiting Naples. The authorities suspect a
pattern, but neither the police nor a sophisticated computer enlisted for the
investigation can crack the case. On a trail leading from Naples to Rome to Paris,
the ex-astronaut barely escapes numerous threats on his life. Having set himself
up as a potential victim, he realizes that he may now be the target of a deadly
conspiracy - and that the conspiracy is not the work of a criminal mind but a
manifestation of the laws of nature. The population has numerically exceeded its
critical mass; certain patterns have begun to emerge from the chaotic workings of
society. As the ex-astronaut unravels the puzzle, he begins to see that some of
those patterns can be fatal.

The Art and Science of Stanislaw Lem
A collection of Lem's stories, ranging from the serious to the hilarious. Interspersed
with these stories are the editor's notes on Lem's life, style, and philosophy,
providing insight into the stories, characters, and author.

Stanislaw Lem
Scientists attempt to decode what may be a message from intelligent beings in
outer space. By pure chance, scientists detect a signal from space that may be
communication from rational beings. How can people of Earth understand this
message, knowing nothing about the senders—even whether or not they exist?
Written as the memoir of a mathematician who participates in the government
project (code name: His Master's Voice) attempting to decode what seems to be a
message from outer space, this classic novel shows scientists grappling with
fundamental questions about the nature of reality, the confines of knowledge, the
limitations of the human mind, and the ethics of military-sponsored scientific
research.

One Human Minute
“Outstanding…Amid a space opera resurgence, Bear’s novel sets the bar high.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) A space salvager and her partner make the
discovery of a lifetime that just might change the universe in this wild, big-ideas
space opera from Hugo Award-winning author Elizabeth Bear. Halmey Dz and her
partner Connla Kurucz are salvage operators, living just on the inside of the
lawusually. Theirs is the perilous and marginal existence—with barely enough
chance of striking it fantastically big—just once—to keep them coming back for
more. They pilot their tiny ship into the scars left by unsuccessful White
Transitions, searching for the relics of lost human and alien vessels. But when they
make a shocking discovery about an alien species that has been long thought
dead, it may be the thing that could tip the perilous peace mankind has found into
full-out war. Energetic and electrifying, Ancestral Night is a dazzling space opera,
sure to delight fans of Alastair Reynolds, Iain M. Banks, and Peter F.
Hamilton—“Bear's ability to create breathtaking variations on ancient themes and
make them new and brilliant is, perhaps, unparalleled in the genre” (Library
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Journal, starred review).

Imaginary Magnitude
In a near-future new age of corporate control, hacker mercenaries, and electronic
terrorism, a public relations executive on the rise finds herself caught in the violent
epicenter of a data war Two decades into the twenty-first century, the world’s
nations are becoming irrelevant. Corporations are the true global powers, with
information the most valuable currency, while the smaller island nations have
become sanctuaries for data pirates and terrorists. A globe-trotting PR executive
for the large corporate economic democracy Rizome Industries Group, Laura
Webster is present when a foreign representative is assassinated on Rizome soil
during a conference for offshore data havens. Dispatched immediately on an
international mission of diplomacy, Laura hopes she can make a difference in a
volatile, unsteady world, but instead finds herself trapped on the front lines of
rapidly escalating third-world hostilities and caught up in an inescapable net of
conspiracy, terrorism, post-millennial voodoo, and electronic warfare. During the
1980s, science fiction luminary Bruce Sterling envisioned the future . . . and hit it
almost dead-on. The author who, along with William Gibson, Neal Stephenson, and
Rudy Rucker, helped create and define the cyberpunk subgenre imagines a world
of tomorrow in Islands in the Net that bears a striking—and
disturbing—resemblance to our present-day information-age reality. Nominated for
the Hugo and Locus Awards and winner of the John W. Campbell Memorial Award,
Sterling’s extraordinary novel is a gripping, eye-opening, and remarkably prescient
science fiction classic.

Memoirs Found in a Bathtub
A playful, witty, reflective memoir of childhood by the science fiction master
Stanislaw Lem. With Highcastle, Stanislaw Lem offers a memoir of his childhood
and youth in prewar Lvov. Reflective, artful, witty, playful—“I was a monster,” he
observes ruefully—this lively and charming book describes a youth spent reading
voraciously (he was especially interested in medical texts and French novels),
smashing toys, eating pastries, and being terrorized by insects. Often lonely, the
young Lem believed that he could communicate with household objects—perhaps
anticipating the sentient machines in the adult Lem's novels. Lem reveals his
younger self to be a dreamer, driven by an unbridled imagination and boundless
curiosity. In the course of his reminiscing, Lem also ponders the nature of memory,
innocence, and the imagination. Highcastle (the title refers to a nearby ruin) offers
the portrait of a writer in his formative years.

Projects in Design
These wickedly authentic introductions to twenty-first-century books preface tomes
on teaching English to bacteria, using animated X-rays to create "pornograms,"
and analyzing computer-generated literature through the science of "bitistics."
"Lem, a science fiction Bach, plays in this book a googleplex of variations on his
basic themes" (New York Times Book Review). Translated by Marc E. Heine. A
Helen and Kurt Wolff Book
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Return from the Stars
In this graphic adaptation of a story by Stanislaw Lem, a meteoroid damages
astronaut and space traveller Ijon's spaceship, and he finds himself caught in a
time loop, contending with past and future versions of himself.

The Art and Science of Stanislaw Lem
A space cruiser, in search of its sister ship, encounters beings descended from selfreplicating machines. In the grand tradition of H. G. Wells and Jules Verne,
Stanislaw Lem's The Invincible tells the story of a space cruiser sent to an obscure
planet to determine the fate of a sister spaceship whose communication with Earth
has abruptly ceased. Landing on the planet Regis III, navigator Rohan and his crew
discover a form of life that has apparently evolved from autonomous, selfreplicating machines—perhaps the survivors of a “robot war.” Rohan and his men
are forced to confront the classic quandary: what course of action can humanity
take once it has reached the limits of its knowledge? In The Invincible, Lem has his
characters confront the inexplicable and the bizarre: the problem that lies just
beyond analytical reach.

Hospital of the Transfiguration
@lt;DIV@gt;Ijon Tichy, Lem's Candide of the Cosmos, encounters bizarre
civilizations and creatures in space that serve to satirize science, the rational mind,
theology, and other icons of human pride. Line drawings by the Author. Translated
by Michael Kandel. A Helen and Kurt Wolff Book@lt;br@gt;@lt;/div@gt;

Eden
The new interactive puzzle book from the creator of the bestselling cult
phenomenon Journal 29 The Cypher Files is an utterly unique reading experience.
In this brain-bending interactive game, you'll solve puzzles on every page, and
obtain keys to move forward by submitting answers online. To solve each puzzle,
you'll need to think outside the book. You are an agent of CY.P.H.E.R., the secret
international agency working on 'unsolvable' code-based cases. Called upon to
investigate cryptic clues discovered in the wake of a series of mysterious
disappearances, the clock is ticking to crack the codes before it's too late. To
escape this book, you must write, draw, search, fold and cut pages, explore virtual
escape rooms and think laterally to identify the perpetrator and solve the mystery.
All you need to play is a pencil, a pair of scissors, an internet connection, and a
curious mind.
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